RIKEN Cluster for Science, Technology and Innovation Hub

Office of the Cluster Director

RIKEN Program for Drug Discovery and Medical Technology Platforms

- Business Development Office
- Clinical Development Support Office

RIKEN Preventive Medicine and Diagnosis Innovation Program

- Compass to Healthy Life Research Complex Program
  - Integrated Research Group
    - Health Evaluation Team
    - Health Metrics Development Team
    - Predictive Health Team
    - Health Navigation Team
    - System Analysis Team
    - Common Facilities Unit
  - Education and Training Group
  - Business Promotion Group
  - Research Complex Strategic Office

RIKEN Medical Sciences Innovation Hub Program

- Disease Data Integration Group
- Disease Biology Group
- Analytics Platform Development Group
- Biomarker Analysis Group
- Healthcare and Medical Data Multi-level Integration Platform Group
  - Cancer Immunology Data Multi-level Integration Unit
  - Developmental Disorder Data Multi-level Integration Unit
  - Healthcare and Medical Data Driven AI based Predictive Reasoning Development Unit
  - AI based Healthcare and Medical Data Analysis Standardization Unit
- Drug Development Data Intelligence Platform Group
  - Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Data Intelligence Unit
  - Medicinal Chemistry Data Intelligence Unit
  - Molecular Design Data Intelligence Unit
  - Data Intelligence Collaborative Unit for Drug Discovery Platform
- Health Data Mathematical Reasoning Team
- Health Data Deep Learning Team
- Open Systems Dependability Team

RIKEN Baton Zone Program

- Vaccine Innovation Laboratory
- Plant Breeding Innovation Laboratory
- 3D Gel Dosimeter Research Laboratory
- Organ Preservation and Resuscitation Laboratory
- Glass Molding and Optics Simulation Laboratory
- GlycoTargeting Research Laboratory
- Voxel Engineering Laboratory
- Mid-Infrared Laser Source Laboratory
- Microalgae Production Control Technology Laboratory
- Hydrogen Energy Storage Technology Laboratory
- Benno Laboratory
- Arimoto Laboratory
- Nakamura Laboratory
- Sugiyama Laboratory
- Yokoyama Laboratory
- RIKEN-HMC Clinical Omics Unit
- RIKEN-KFU Translational Genomics Unit
- RIKEN-JEOL Collaboration Center
  - Nano-Crystallography Unit
  - Multi-Modal Microstructure Analysis Unit
  - Advanced Electron Microscope Development Unit

RIKEN Industrial Co-creation Program

- RIKEN-DAIKIN Wellness Life Collaboration Project
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